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PRESERVING THE LLSDC 
LEGISLATIVE SOURCE BOOK WITH 
PERMA.CC
ROGER SKALBECK
ASSOCIATE DEAN, UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND LAW LIBRARY
With LLSDC’s Legislative Source Book, Rick McKinney was constantly 
concerned about the collection’s stability, functionality, and availability. 
With any major revision to the LLSDC.org website, Rick worked to ensure 
that content was accessible and that he and members of the Legislative 
Research SIS could keep it updated.
In an effort to preserve the Legislative Source Book, the collection’s core 
elements were captured using the Perma.cc service.  These links reference 
archived versions of each source, presented in parallel to its current form. 
There is more depth and detail than presented here, which shows the 
collection’s complex and comprehensive coverage. 
LLSDC’S LEGISLATIVE SOURCE BOOK 
[HTTPS://PERMA.CC/8FJ2-JBBA]
Research Guides and Explanations
• Drafting Federal Law, by Donald Hirsch, 2d ed. 1989  
[https://perma.cc/XE3S-76LD] 
• Federal Administrative Law: A Brief Overview, by Rick McKinney, 2015 
[https://perma.cc/75M9-MRU8] 
• Federal Legislative History 101, by Rick McKinney, 2014 
[https://perma.cc/E7HT-M4P6]
• Federal Legislative History Research, by Rick McKinney and Ellen 




• House Legislative Counsel’s Manual on Drafting Style, 1995 
[https://perma.cc/WA4G-K28D] 
• Legislative History Research for Beginning Practitioners, by Sue Ann 
Orsini, 2013  
[https://perma.cc/4U9J-ZZKK] 
• How to Compile a Federal Legislative History: For Beginners 
[https://perma.cc/AP5Z-D3LW] 
• Flowchart: Legislative History Research  
[https://perma.cc/DJW6-XJSC] 
• An Overview of the Congressional Record and Its Predecessor 
Publications, by Rick McKinney, 2012  
[https://perma.cc/WKE9-JS6D]
• An Overview of the Development of U.S. Congressional Committees, 
by Michael Welsh, 2008  
[https://perma.cc/4MBZ-D93S]
• An Overview of the U.S. Congressional Serial Set, by Rick McKinney, 
2016  
[https://perma.cc/8HQA-HNZP]
• Question and Answers in Legislative and Regulatory Research, 2014 
[https://perma.cc/M5WM-BV53]
• A Research Guide to the Federal Register and the Code of Federal 
Regulations, by Rick McKinney, 2016  
[https://perma.cc/2PEH-X39D]
• United States Statutes and the United States Code, 2015  
[https://perma.cc/AF4K-TRMN]
Tables of Information
• Directory of Federal Law Libraries in the D.C. Metropolitan Area, 
2008-2013  
[https://perma.cc/2XQZ-F6PD]
• Executive Orders and Other Presidential Documents: Sources and 
Explanations, 2014  
[https://perma.cc/U9RY-3NXT]




• Finding or Compiling Federal Legislative Histories Electronically, 
2013  
[https://perma.cc/59ZR-VVBD]
• Freedom of Information Act Resources, 2015  
[https://perma.cc/PNG8-J2CA]
• General Legal Research Sites - Free and Commercial, 2015  
[https://perma.cc/J82K-H8UZ]
• Laws, Policies and Performance Measures Relating to Federal Agency 
Web Sites, 2015  
[https://perma.cc/EM39-KDQ5]
• Laws and Links Related to General Federal Agency Operations, 2015 
[https://perma.cc/NUA5-SA4G]
• Legislative Histories of Selected U.S. Laws on the Internet: Free 
Sources, 2015  
[https://perma.cc/Q6QM-BPY6]
• Legislative Histories of U.S. Laws on the Internet: Commercial 
Sources, 2015  
[http://perma.cc/GNT5-B5NX]
• Quick Links and Sources to U.S. Court Opinions, 2015 
http://perma.cc/B4AD-Z9W5 
• Quick Links to House and Senate Committee Hearings and Other 
Publications, 2012  
[https://perma.cc/E5BS-9ZF3] 
• Selected Congressional Research Service Reports on Congress and 
Its Procedures, 2015  (also links to all Major Repositories of CRS 
Reports: Free and Commercial)  
[https://perma.cc/AGN5-L3WC] 
• Selected Telephone Numbers and Web Sites With Useful Legislative 
Information, 2015  
[https://perma.cc/M74A-T8WS] 
• Sources for Finding Mandated Reports to Congress by U.S. Federal 
Agencies, 2013  
[https://perma.cc/445E-GJDQ] 
• Sources for the Congressional Record: Free and Commercial, 2016 
[https://perma.cc/JSW6-3Z2R] 
• Sources for the Text of Congressional Bills and Resolutions, 1789 to 
Present, 2013   
[https://perma.cc/Y99R-GXNB]
• Standing Committees of Congress: 1789 to Present, 2015 
84
[https://perma.cc/MB9L-AU9A]
• State Legislatures, State Laws and State Regulations: Website Links & 
Telephone Numbers, 2014  
[https://perma.cc/B7UR-YGVH] 
Other Legislative Publications – Out of Print
• Legislative SIS Directory and Source Book, 1992  
[https://perma.cc/5Q4P-XG6R] 
• Union List of Legislative Documents, 1994, 3rd Edition  
[https://perma.cc/V86Q-NACL]
